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Introduction
After a significant career in atomic physics, John Risley devoted his career to 
physics education. There were 3 significant projects that John led:

1. The Physics Courseware Evaluation Project (PCEP) 
(early 80s - 2003)
2. Physics Academic Software (PAS) 1989-2011
3. WebAssign 1997-present

The unifying theme of all three of these projects was the use of computers in 
physics education, from simulation to MBL to evaluation.



PCEP  History and Background
(early 80s - 2003)

It began as a computer lab and software library 
(Physics Courseware Lab) in the early 80s. 
John wanted to review every software 
application for physics teaching.

We collected public domain software with 
permission to distribute it.



Computers in Physics Conference
(1989)

● A seminal conference held on NC State’s 
campus in 1989.

● Wolfgang will describe the impact of the 
conference.



PCEP Teacher Institute (1993-1995)
● 24 teachers in summers 93-94 and 24 teachers in 94-95
● Leader Teachers (Karen Jo Matsler, “my first baptism 

by fire”)
● Two week in the first summer, one week in the second 

summer
● Budget to purchase software
● A lot of time to play and create



PCEP Courseware Reviews (1993-1997)









PAS  History and Background (1989-2011)

● IBM wanted to sell computers to students and teachers, 
but there wasn’t a strong collection of software.

● IBM started The Academic Software Library (TASL) by 
funding professional organizations like AIP to help 
develop software (PAS). John Risley was the director of 
TASL and the editor of Physics Academic Software.

● Spacetime by Edwin Taylor was the first PAS program.



M.U.P.P.E.T. Utilities
(1987)

Programming tools for 
solving physics 
problems

http://physics.umd.
edu/ripe/muppet/muppet.html



CUPLE (1991)

The Comprehensive 
Unified Physics 
Learning Environment
http://www.physics.umd.edu/perg/cuple/





cT
* A subroutine to draw 1-d chaos, from a

* sample program by Bruce Sherwood.

unit    chaos

        f: pop, rate  $$ population and growth rate

        i: n, TRIES=40, base=8

        i: usecolor

        f: h, s, v

calc    usecolor := (zncolors >= 8 base)

palette zred,100,0,0,zwhite

if      usecolor

        loop    n := 0,7  $$ make hues from blue to red

                getrgb  240[1-(n 1)/8],100,100; h, s, v

                palette base n,h,s,v

        endloop

endif

color   zwhite

do      graph

color   zred

loop    rate := 2.7, 3.99, .01

        calc    pop := .1  $$ starting population

        loop    n := 1, TRIES

* New population is rate times current population

* times a resource-limiting factor (1-pop):

                calc    pop := rate*pop*(1-pop)

                if      usecolor

                        color   base int(8(n-1)/TRIES)

                elseif  TRIES-n > 8

                        reloop

                endif

                gfill   rate,pop;rate .01,pop .005

        endloop

endloop

cT is an algorithmic scripting 
language intended for building 
animations, user interfaces, and 
multimedia presentations. 

cT is supported by a large library of 
built-in commands for handling 
images, videos, sounds, fonts, and 
other kinds of graphics data, file 
I/O, network communication, and 
system interfacing.

Dictionary of Programming 
Languages
http://cgibin.erols.com/ziring/cgi-
bin/cep/cep.pl?_alpha=c



Electric Field Hockey



PHET Electric 
Field Hockey
(http://phet.colorado.
edu/en/simulation/electric-
hockey)



EMField



Free-Body



Graphs and Tracks



Current Alternatives to Graphs and Tracks

Ramp n’ Roll
(http://www.laboutloud.com/rampnroll/)

Graphs and Tracks Model
(http://www.compadre.org/portal/items/detail.cfm?ID=12023)

http://www.laboutloud.com/rampnroll/
http://www.compadre.org/portal/items/detail.cfm?ID=12023


Spacetime



PAS to ComPadre
April 17, 2012.
John Risley, Department of Physics, North Carolina State University and editor 
of PASPO, noted, “PASPO was created to provide an opportunity for physics 
teachers to publish educational software for students and make the software 
available to the physics teaching community. Over time, educational materials 
have transitioned from standalone products that run on specialized computers 
to online applications that everyone can access easily. As part of the final 
disposition of PASPO assets,  ComPADRE was chosen to receive the 
remaining funds as a gift because ComPADRE is continuing to carry out the 
mission of physics teaching using technology. It is with pleasure that we are 
able to help support their work.”



WebAssign History and Background

1996 Summer AAPT Meeting at University of 
Maryland.

Larry Martin (WWWAssign)
Aaron Titus (PhysWeb)



WebAssign Timeline
● Summer 1997 - WebAssign is developed
● Fall 1997 - WebAssign used for all physics classes and 

some math classes at NCSU, some physics classes at 
Georgia Tech, some physics classes in a HS, and some 
physics classes at UMich Dearborne (Paul Zitzewitz).

● 2001-2003 - FIPSE grant to support commercialization 
and content development

● 2003 - Advanced Instructional Systems was 
incorporated with WebAssign as the flagship product.



WebAssign Significant Features

● Developed by teachers for teachers
● Shared database of questions and 

assignments
● Teachers can create their own questions
● Publisher independent
● Grading lab reports
● Delivery of new question types
● Get away from plug and chug?



WebAssign   Commercialization

In 2012, WebAssign became an employee-
owned Benefit Corporation.
“As a benefit corporation, WebAssign’s purpose 
is to create a general public benefit that has a 
material positive impact on society and the 
environment.”



A Common Thread in John’s Vision

Simulations available to all students and 
teachers, easy to run on any platform and easy 
to implement for every teacher.


